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■BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT
（単位：mm）

GROX2-L__-__K-__

■SPECIFICATIONS

●GROX2-L600-__K-__ (Fixture Length 600mm)

●GROX2-L900-__K-__ (Fixture Length 900mm)

●GROX2-L300-__K-__ (Fixture Length 300mm)

■DIMENSIONS

Thank you for choosing TOKISTAR.
For your safety, please ensure to observe the following guidelines written in this manual.

 ・ Please verify if the items and quantities received matches the product described in the invoice and the packing list.
 ・ This product was checked and carefully packed in the factory. Please contact us if damages were found upon opening.  
 ・ All wiring is to be performed by a qualified electrician.
 ・ Do not attempt to disassemble or modify the product, doing so will automatically nullify the warranty.
 ・ This fixture produces a sound of 30dB in normal operation, this sound does not signify any malfunction.
 ・ Please do not use insulation resistance meter when testing the dimming signal line. It may cause failure to the fixture due to the high voltage
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Voltage
Power

Dimming 
Signal Current 

Dimming 
System
Material

Weight

IP Rating
Accessory

Wire Colors
DC24V
300mm : 12W
600mm : 24W
900mm : 36W
300mm : 3mA
600mm : 6mA
900mm : 9mA
PWM Signal
（DC10-12V  1kHz）
Case  ：Aluminum
Holder：SUS
LED Cover：SUS
300mm : 400g
600mm : 750g
900mm : 1100g
IP66

RED    ： 
BLACK：
BLUE：   Dimming Line 
 (no polarity) AWG22
WHITE：Dimming Line 
 (no polarity) AWG22

 DC24V +  AWG18
 DC24V -   AWG18
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This fixture is rated IP66. Please DO NOT USE in the following conditions and environment
 ・ Ambient temperature exceeds 40˚
 ・ Locations prone to vibrations
 ・ When the fixture is subject to exposure to flammable gases or corrosive gases.
 ・ When the fixture is subject to submerssion.

WARNING

CAUTION

 ・ This fixture is an LED DC24V. Internal components and power supply will be damaged if excessive voltage is applied.
    Please use the specified voltage to avoid serious accidents such as fire, electric shock, and to prevent quick deterioration
    of the LED’s burning hours.
 ・ Please do not touch the fixture with bare hands. The fixture is hot upon lighting.
 ・ Please ensure that the connections are properly fastened and waterproofed.
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■DIMMING

●Using Industry Standard PWM Dimmers
Wiring may differ depending on the kind of dimmer to be used.

 ・ Please read the installation manual of the LED Driver to be used prior 
    to installation and connection with the dimmer.CAUTION

LED Driver 

Maximum 3m Maximum 3m

   Red
Black

DC24V
DC24V

（＋）
（－）

:
:

Dimmer

White ： Dimming Line（No Polarity）
    Blue： Dimming Line（No Polarity）

Ensure that the end power lines（red and black）
are properly insulated and waterproofed.

Ensure that the termination
point is properly insulated 
and waterproofed.

Dimming Line（white、blue）
to be connected to the next
fixture’s dimming line.
Ensure that the point of connection
is properly insulated and 
waterproofed.

OutdoorIndoor 

※External Junction Boxes
    required if LED Drivers
    are to be installed outdoor. 

Dimming
     Signal
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LED Driver

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
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■WIRING

The internal circuit of GROX2 is equipped to control the balance of the 
over all brightness all throughout the connected fixtures.
The circuit prevents the increase of voltage drop between
the fixtures but not the voltage drop of the secondary wires.
The maximum distance from LED Driver to the fixture must be
followed to avoid voltage drop.

The two wires extending from the fixture are designated to be Red ( + ) DC24V, Black( － )DC24V
In case dimming is not needed, insulate  and do waterproofing of the yellow cable.
Refer to the chart below for the LED driver capacity.
The fixture may give a different output than normal if the distance from the DC power supply to the fixture exceeds the 
recommended maximum length due  to voltage drop.

 ・ Rated voltage of GROX2is DC24V. 
 ・ Please make sure that the polarity is correct before connecting the fixture to the power supply.
 ・ Please read the instruction manual of the dimmer to be used before installation.
 ・ Please make sure to perform waterproofing of cables of the last fixture for proper termination. CAUTION

●Distance From the Power Supply Chart
CABLES

1.25mm2

2.0mm2

Max Distance from LED Driver to Fixture

17m
31m

■INSTALLATION

Securely attach the equipment using screws on both ends to the surface.
Please prepare screws of 4mm diameter suitable to the surface.

LED DRIVER

LPS-120-24_
（Indoor）

MAX LENGTH

3m

CURRENT

5A 

●LED Driver’s Capacity

The total length should be less than or equal 3m.
Ex. ）L=600mｍx 5 pieces  （0.6×5)=3m.

Prior to installation of Gradient Outdoor GROX2, please check the following items :  

２．Electrical Wiring

３． Fixture Location

For wall washing applications, it is highly recommended to have 75mm space from the center
of the LED to the surface to be illuminated (eg. wall). It is recommended to do mock up to verify the lighting
effects in advance. Figure 4.1 shows the minimum distance from the wall
to avoid scalloping. 

５．Distance from the Wall

４．Minimal Space Requirements 
For embedded installation, the dimensions showed at
the right side are the minimum space needed required, 
this will allow enough air circulation to prevent 
too much heat.

Figure 4.1 shows the minimum distance from the wall
to avoid scalloping. 

●Before you install

●Mounting

If there is a need for the equipment to be attached to the ceiling, it is strongly
recommended to do a fall prevention method.
A strap is included to prevent the fixture from falling.
Please insert the strap in to the through hole and fix it with a 4mm diameter
screws.

●For Safety

CAUTION

 ・ Make sure to attach the fixture to places with sufficient strength.
　Improper installation might cause serious damage and danger due to fixture fall.
 ・ Thin ceiling materials such as gympsum board can be dangerous without attaching proper support
　for strengthening. Please attach the fixture where the support is located to withdstand the load.
 ・ When the fixture is installed to a location with poor ventilation, the temperature being generated by the lamp
　will not be able to dissipate that it may cause the lamp life to reduce.
 ・ Please allow a certain distance from the reflective surface to allow sufficient air flow and to avoid 
    discoloration or deterioration of the LEDs.
 

Please check the strength and the size of the surface where the fixture will be placed and confirm that there is enough space
for wires. Make sure to mount the fixture to a location where it is possible to support its weight.

Prior to installation, check the wiring diagram. Gradient Outdoor’s maximum length of run is 3m. In case more than 3m is required,
and additional LED Driver should be added. Please check if the wiring is properly connected.

１．Proper positioning of the fixture.
The default position of the fixture  is facing sideways.
Adjust at 90̊ angle  to position the fixture upright.  
Refer to the figure 1.1

 Surface Mounted
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Secure with screw

insert through the hole

Water may penetrate between
the gap of the sheath and the wire.

Sheath               Sheath
(Outer insulation)

Insulate each wire.

Sheath
Wire

Make sure that the connection of the power supply and the
dimmer line is fully insulated. First, use the wire insulation to secure
the individual connections. Fully insulate it with electrical tape, 
then insulate all the exposed cable, also cover some part of the 
wiring sheath with a self-amalgamating tape to prevent water from 
entering into the connecting part.

Please carefully follow the below details for proper insulation and careful wiring.

Again make sure to insulate properly the connecting 
part of the cables and thoroughly secure the gaps to 
totally prevent water from penetrating. For the terminal side,
insulate each  wire then insulate the whole wiring with self-amalgamating
tape. Please wrap the insulation tape around the wires including some part of the sheath Sheath
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LED Driver

 Connect up to 3m Maximum 

Use external junction boxes
or the like to secure the connections.
Ensure that the connection
points are properly insulated 
and waterproofed.

Ensure that the termination
point is properly insulated 
and waterproofed.

「● see distance from the power supply chart

OutdoorIndoor

 Figure 5.1

 Figure 1.1

※External Junction Boxes
    required  if LED Drivers
    are to be installed outdoor. 


